
Defined Head Center

You have a constant source of information and inspiration, especially in
your business but also for others (remember, you broadcast ideas
outwards!)
You know what you think and are confident in what you think and can't
be swayed.

Before we dive into what it means for your business to have a defined head
center, let's first remember that where we are defined, we broadcast that energy
out into the world. This is a yang energy. It means you have the theme of that
energy and it operates on a continuum... meaning you can either have the
energy or not.  You can use it or misuse it.

When you have a defined head center, you have the theme of inspiration
and ideas. You're self-inspired, you don't need others to inspire you!

In your business, you're gifted with the ability to come up with ideas and
inspiration on the spot. As long as you follow your strategy and authority,
your head center is a true gift and will provide you with answers when you
need them.

YOUR POTENTIAL GIFTS (when aligned): 

You'll come up with insights and realizations easily within your business (as
long as you're aligned). Use it to discover new ways to do things. 

It will also help you if you're working with others. You provide deep
thoughts and insights to many, often being able to see a clear next step that
they cannot see.

Processes inspiration and ideas (a pressure center)



Defined Head Center

The biggest thing to remember - Don't act on your thoughts
without following your strategy and authority. Your head doesn't
make the decisions!

Use your strategy to guide you in knowing what questions to ask
and when to share your answers. The same goes for if you have a
brilliant thought... rather than acting, look to your strategy to know
what to do with that thought. Refer to your specific types worksheet
for more information.

PRESSURE CENTER: Even with a defined head center, you can still
experience the pressures of this center as you'll find that you
cannot switch off your thoughts... because you're not designed to!

The sooner you accept that your thoughts are constant, the sooner
you can choose which ones you move forward with and the ones
you can toss aside (or give to others).

You might find yourself focusing on things that don't matter (or you
can't control), overthinking your decisions, even when you made
them following your strategy and authority (especially if you have
emotional authority), and generally allowing your thoughts to run
wild.
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Defined Head Center

Processes inspiration and ideas (a pressure center)

You're in charge! The conscious you. The more aware you are of
your thoughts, the faster you can choose the ones you want to
follow.
Meditation might be difficult for you, so try mindfulness instead.
Focused attention vs. a constant stream of thought is what you're
looking for here.
If you struggle to get to sleep, try writing down EVERYTHING that's
swirling around in your head with a plan of how you are going to sort
it in the morning. 

The best way to combat your chatty head center is to understand a few
things:

The best analogy I've heard for helping to manage your ongoing
thoughts is this...

Imagine you're a dog walker (this is the conscious you). Your thoughts are the
dogs you take for a walk each day. Some will try to head off to the right,
some to the left, and a large portion will try and turn around. A few will stay
on the same path as you.

But you're the dog walker! You know exactly what to do to get all the 'dogs'
heading in the same direction. You can also choose to not take that
particular dog for a walk again...

I hope you understand what I'm saying here. PAY ATTENTION TO WHAT
YOU'RE THINKING. Because you have control!



Have you been invited to share your thoughts and ideas?

Are you sharing your insights and wisdom so you can be recognized? Do you
recognize your own genius?

Did you follow your inner authority before taking action?

Instead of acting immediately on the idea, is this something that you've been
recognized for? Were you invited/asked for your thoughts?
Did you include call to actions that used wording like "when you're ready, I
invite you..." or "if this resonates with you, learn more here"?
Just because you have an amazing idea, doesn't mean you're ready to bring it
to life. Your inner authority will guide you here.

Before you act on your thoughts, answer these questions:

Let's use a scenario to help you understand what this might look like in your
business...

You've just received an idea about a new group program you want to bring out into
the world. You're beyond excited about it and you know this is the right move forward
because it's in your zone of genius.

As you take action towards creating it, you start to encounter roadblocks... You can't
get the technology to work. When you sit down to write your sales page, you've got
zip... When you start talking about it on social media, no-one is clicking...

You know your idea is awesome so why isn't it working?

Here's where you might need to make adjustments:

1.

2.

3.

As a Projector, you're here to share your insights and genius with the world... But
for that to happen and for you to make money, people have to recognize your
expertise and then invite you. You can have all the inspiration in the world but
unless you've been recognized and invited, it's not for you to move forward... it
could be for somebody else.

Defined Head + Projector

Journal prompts for a defined head + Projector strategy



Journal prompts for a defined head + Projector strategy

Use this space to write everything down and work through the process of
being recognized and invited and following your inner authority.

Defined Head + Projector


